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In this paper, we introduce group structured linear cellular automata which appear 
naturally in the process of finding their inverse automata and show that the set of local maps 
of such automata forms a group with the star operation and the problem of finding its inverse 
linear cellular automaton can be reduced to that of finding its inverse lement of the group. 
Furthermore, it is shown that such groups regardless of their scopes are isomorphic to each 
other. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the injectivity and invertibility (or reversibility) of parallel 
maps for cellular automata re equivalent concepts [3, 5]. However, for a given 
injective local map, little is known about how to find its inverse local map. The 
difficulty is caused by the fact that their scopes are not necessarily the same. 
Restricting our attention to linear cellular automata over Zm, we introduce here 
group-structured cellular automata which appear naturally in the process of finding 
their inverse (or reverse) cellular automata; that is, we consider the class of injective 
local maps which forms a group with the star operation mentioned later. This 
concept is very universal in the sense that for any injective local map, some power 
of itself with respect o the composition results in the group-structured local map. 
We then show that the problem of finding its inverse cellular automaton can be 
reduced to that of finding its inverse element of the group. Furthermore, it is shown 
that such groups, regardless of their scopes are all isomorphic to the group 
consisting of all units of Zm and, as a result, any group-structured local map f may 
be uniquely expressed as f = dfo, where fo is an identity element of the group and 
d is an element of Zm obtained by adding all the coefficients of f 
2. PRELIMINARY 
For simplicity, here we discuss linear cellular automata with two dimensions, 
however, we can easily generalize the results obtained here to any higher-dimen- 
sional cellular automata. 
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Formally, a linear cellular automata over  Z m is given by a quadruplet 
(Z  2, Zm, f ,N) ,  where Z is the set of all integers; Z 2 is the set of all pairs of 
integers called a two-dimensional cell space. For a positive integer m, Zm is the set 
of integers modulo m and denotes a state set of each cell. f is a linear map of Z,~ 
into Zm called a linear local map over Z,n with scope-n; that is, 
f (x l , . . . , x , )=~xj .  
N is a finite subset of Z 2 and let N= {vl ..... vn}. N represents the neighbour frame 
at each cell. 
A configuration over Zm is a map of Z 2 into Zm and the set of all configurations 
over Z~ is denoted by C(Z~). For a linear local map f with a neighbour frame N, 
we define a map fo~:C(Zm)~C(Z,,)  as follows: for u, weC(Zm), f~(u)= 
w~w(r )=~aju( r+v j )  for all reZ  2, where r+v l  ..... r+v ,  are called the 
neighbourhood of the cell r e Z 2. fo~ is called a linear parallel map. 
For seZ ~, we define a shift map o'~: C(Zm) ~ C(Zm) as follows: for u, we C(R), 
a~(u) = w ~ w(r) = u(r + s) for all r e Z 2. 
Now let us give some definitions with respect o local maps which are needed in 
the following. 
DEFINITION 1. (1) f i s  injective on Z,, iffo~ is injective on C(Zm). 
(2) f~  has a finite order on C(Z,~) if some power of fo~ equals an identity 
map on C(Zm). 
(3) f has a finite order on Zm if some power o f f~ equals a shift transforma- 
tion on C(Zm). 
For a local map f= Z aixj with a neighbour frame N, let F(X, Y) denote the 
polynomial representation f fo~ (see [4]). That is, 
fo~ = ~ aja "j ~ F(X, Y) = ~, %XxJY yj, 
where the summation is taken over all vectors vj = (xj, yj) in N. 
The importance of the polynomial representation is that if F(Z, Y) and G(Z, Y) 
are the polynomial representation ffo~ and go~, respectively, then that of the com- 
position of fo~ and go~ equals the product of F(X, Y) and G(X, Y). For example, 
if foo has a finite order on C(Zm ), then F(X, y)n = 1 for some positive integer n. 
LEMMA 1. Let p be a prime and r be a positive integer. Then we have 
[A(Z, Y) +p'B(X, Y)]Pr- '=A(X, y)pr_, (rood pr), 
where A(X, Y) and B(X, Y) are arbitrary polynomials over Z. 
Proof The proof is given by induction on r. It is valid for r = t. Assume that it 
is also valid for any integer such that t < r ~< s. Then we have 
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[A(X, Y) + ptB(X, Y)]~+~-' 
- -  {[A(X, Y)+ ptB(X, Y)]P'-'}P 
= [-A(X, Y)P~-t+p~A'(X, Y)]P 
=A(X, Y)P~+'-'+ p~+~B'(X, Y) 
This completes the proof. 
for some polynomial A'(X, Y) 
for some polynomial i f (X,  Y). 
DEFINITION 2. For two linear local maps over  Z m with scope-n f = S~ ajxj and 
g = ~ bjxj, we define a binary operation • as follows: 
f * g = Z ajbjxj. 
f has a group structure if the set ( f}  generated by f with respect o the operation 
• mentioned above is a group and, furthermore, all elements of ( f}  are injective 
on Zm ; that is, f t=  f for some positive integer l ( f t  denotes the product of l times 
under the operation .)  and f ,  f • f, ..., f t -  1 are all injective on Zm. A parallel map 
f~ has a group structure if its local map f has a group structures. A linear cellular 
automaton is said to be group structured if its local map has a group structure. 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a local map f = Z ajxy over 
Zm to have a group structure is that Y', aj is a unit of Z m and for i ~ j, aiaj=O. 
Proof Let m = I~=1 PTi be the factorization in prime numbers. Since Z m ~- 
Z~] • .-- ® Z~,  f is also decomposed into (f~ ..... fk). Suppose that f has a group 
structure. Then f has an inverse parallel map g~ ; that is, F(X, Y) G(X, Y) = 1, 
where F(X, Y) and G(X, Y) are polynomial representations of f~  and g~,  respec- 
tively. Putting X-= 1 and Y = 1 in the above equation, we have shown that ~ aj is 
a unit of Zm. 
To prove the remainder part, it suffices to show that each f~ has exactly the scope 
of one. Because, for a = (al ..... ak) and b = (bl .... , bk), we have ab = (alba .... , akbk). 
Since f • f = (f l  * fa ..... fk * fk), it holds that f has a group structure iff each f~ 
has a group structure. Then, by definition, f,. is injective on Z~. Hence, it follows 
from Lemma i that each f,., in general, must have a form that its coefficients consist 
of exactly one unit and some nilpotent elements. (Note that if there exist at least 
two units of Zpi/in the coefficients of f~, then it cannot be injective on Zp~, and if 
there exists no units of Z~. in the coefficients of f~, then it must be non-surjective.) 
However, if there exist any nilpotent elements in the coefficients of f~, then < f~.) 
is not a group. So, we conclude that each fi  must have a form that its coefficients 
consists of exactly only one unit of Z r; pi" 
Conversely, suppose that Z aj is a unit of Zm and for i ¢ j ,  aiaj=O. Since Z m is 
finite, there exists a positive integer n such that (S~ aj)" = 1. If F(X, Y) = Z aj XsjYtj, 
then by putting G(X, Y )=Za7 IX ~yy-tj, we have F(X, Y) G(X, Y)= 1. So f is 
injective on Zm. Similarly, f * f f * f * f, ... are also injective on Zm. TO prove ( f}  
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to be a group with the operation *, it suffices to show that there exists a positive 
integer l such that (aj)l=aj for each j. 
Since (Z aj)" = 1, we have (~] aj)naj = aj. But by the assumption, the left side of 
the equation equals (aj) n+ ~. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Let m = I~= 1 pTi be the factorization in prime numbers. I f  f is a 
group structured local map over Zm, then its scope is at most k. 
Proof Let (fl ,  ..., fk) be the direct sum decomposition of f Then f has a group 
structure iff for each i (1 ~< i ~< k), fi = aix where ai is a unit of Zp~. iff (fg)oo = a~a "i 
for some v~ e Z z. Hence, the scope of f is equal to k iff each vl is mutually different. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2. Let fo=~] ejxj be an element of ( f ) .  Then fo is an identity 
element o f<f )  i f fZe j= 1 and for i~ j ,  eiej=O. 
Proof To prove the necessary condition, it suffices to show that E ej = 1. By 
definition, ejaj= aj. then Y~ ejaj= Z aj. Since e s = (aj) n for some positive integer n, 
Z ejaj = (• ej) (Z  aj). So we have ~ aj = (Z  ej)(Z aj). Canceling (5~ aj) on both 
sides, we have ~] ej = 1. 
Conversely, if Z ej = 1, then aj = aj (Z  ej) = ajej for each j. This shows that f0 is 
an identity element of ( f ) .  
COROLLARY 3. For a group-structured cellular automaton (Z2 Zm ' f~ N>, we 
can construct an inverse cellular automaton (Z  2, Zm, g, - -N) ,  where g is an inverse 
element o f f  with respect o the operation *. 
COROLLARY 4. I f  f has a group structure, then the scope of its inverse local map 
is equal to that o f f  
THEOREM 2. For any injective parallel map foo on C(Zm), some power of foo has 
a group structure ; that is, there exists a positive integer n such that go~ = (foo)n and 
the resulting local map g has a group structure. 
__ ~[k  ri Proof Let m - i= 1 Pi and let (f~ ..... fk) be the direct sum decomposition of
f It follows from Lemma 1 and the proof of Theorem 1 that for each f~, there exists 
a positive integer n~ such that F~(X, Y)'~ is a monomial over Zp~. Then 1.c.m. of such 
integers has a desired property. The proof is completed. 
Clearly the group ( f ) is cyclic. We now construct a group containing ( f )  but 
not necessarily cyclic. So, the following definition is needed. 
DEFINITION 3. For the set of all group-structured local maps, we say f ~ g if the 
identity element of < f ) equals that of (g ) .  Clearly the relation "~"  becomes an 
equivalence relation. We denote the equivalent class containing f by G(f). 
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LEMMA 2. Let f=  ~, ajxj and g = Z bjxj be group-structured local maps. Then 
f ~ g iff aibj = 0 for i C j  and the scope o f f  equals that of g. 
Proof Suppose f~g.  There exist positive integers s and t such that 
f~= gt=fo ,  where fs  denotes the product of s times under the operation * and fo 
denotes an identity element of < f >; that is, (ay  = (bj)t = ej for each j. Then aibj = 
a~eibjej = 0 for i ¢ j. The proof of the remainder part is clear. 
Conversely, since f and g have group structures, there exist positive integers 
and t such that (ay=e s. and (bj) t= (e~.) for each j, where fo = Z ejxj and go = 
Y, e's.x j are identity elements of ( f  > and (g>, respectively. Then we have eie~.= 0
for i ~ j .  Since Z es = ~ ej = 1, by multiplying ej or ej on both side, we have e~-ej =ej  
or es-e ~- = ej. So we have e s. ---e~.. 
THEOREM 3. ( G(f) ,  . ) fo rms a group. 
Proof For any g, h ~ G(f),  it suffices to show that g * h ~ G(f). For this, we 
now prove that g * h has a group structure and f ~ g * h. Let g = ~ bjxj and h = 
cjxj. From Lemma 2, we have (Z bj) (Z @) = Z bjcj. Then from Theorem 1, g • h 
has a group structure. Clearly g ~ g * h. Therefore f~g * h. This completes the 
proof. 
When the scope o f f  is n, we simply write Gn instead of (G( f ) ,  * >. Then we have 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. I f  m=l-[~=l p~i be the factorization in prime numbers, then 
(Zm)* ~-- G1 ~-- G2 ~- "'" ~- Gk, where (Zm)* is the set of all units of Z m. 
Proof For any group structured local map f, it suffices to show that G(f )  ~- 
(Z,,)*. Let ~b be a map of G(f )  into (Z,,)* defined as 
for any g=Z bjx jeG( f ) ,  ~b(f)= Z bj. 
We then show that ~b is an isomorphism of G(f )  onto (Zm)*. Let h = 5Z cjxj. Then 
from Lemma 2, we have 
We next show that ~b is injective. Suppose that ~b(g)= ~b(h). Then ~ b j=Z cj. 
Multiplying the coefficient ej of the identity element fo on both sides of the equation 
above, we have bj = (~ bj)ej= (~ cj)ej = cj. So g = h. Now we show the surjectivity 
of ~b. For any de (Zm)*, we have dfo E G(f).  This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 5. For any g=Zbjx jeG( f ) ,  there exists a unique element 
d=~.b j6 (Zm)*  such that g=dfo. 
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